Full Text Superzone of Message

1. News headlines (1 min 3 sec);
2. Video report on Czech National Council approving law on income tax, foundation of new ministries, presidential office (1 min 16 sec);
3. Report that no referendum is possible in Czechoslovakia before end of year (42 sec);
4. Video report on Gabčíkovo, expert commission concluded its work, results are confidential, Czechoslovakia halted all construction work (32 sec);
5. Video report on refusal in France of trade agreement with United States (48 sec);
6. Video report on other reactions to GATT agreement between United States and EC (1 min 17 sec);
7. Report on Poland seeking answers regarding free trade with Czechoslovakia (35 sec);
8. Video report on non-confidence vote in Bulgarian parliament (30 sec);
9. Video report on swearing in of Romanian Government (28 sec);
10. Video report on problems in Russia, nuclear waste etc. (50 sec);
11. Report on nuclear submarine production in Russia (23 sec);
12. Report on withdrawal of Russian troops from Cuba (10 sec);
13. Video report on situation in Bosnia (23 sec);
14. Video report on naval blockade of Yugoslavia (17 sec);
15. Report on meeting of Central European Initiative assigning Austrian Foreign Minister with preparation of visit of its ministers to New York and Sarajevo (27 sec);
16. Video report on fire at Windsor Castle (36 sec);
17. Video report on struggle in Italy against Mafia (39 sec);
18. Video report on signing of economic treaty between China and Turkmenistan (32 sec);
19. Report on UFO sighting in Australia (28 sec);
20. Report that Slovak foreign minister denies rumors of his standing for presidential post (32 sec);
21. Video report on state of environment, appeal to include environmental laws in constitution (1 min 40 sec);
22. Report on privatization in agriculture (1 min 30 sec);
23. Report on problems arising from growing cost of housing (1 min 50 sec);
24. Video report on test opening of new tunnel in Prague (26 sec);
25. Video report on floods in Slovakia, consequences (44 sec);
26. Local news (4 min 42 sec).
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